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ABSTRACT 

 

High blood sugar which is also known as Diabetes is a very common disease now-a-days. The 

purpose of making is this android application is to help the diabetes affect people to maintain and 

track their blood sugar, medicine and food habit. This application is built in Flutter with some 

exciting features. Flutter is a free mobile application user interface. It helps to create applications 

for both iOS and android with only one code. As a result, developers have to write code once for 

both Android and iOS. This application will help people to keep fit as it has a build in feature of 

exercise suggestion and health blog about diabetes. It has features to record daily blood sugar level 

with specific time and date. Moreover, it has a field to display the statistics of blood sugar 

measurements. This application will help diabetes people to take medicine in time. As it has a 

notification system, which will remind the patient to take medicine in time. It also have a standard 

diet chat for the patient, health blood about diabetes to create more awareness among the users. 

This application is not only for diabetes patient, normal people can also use this application fluently 

for tracking their blood sugar and can take tips to keep fit and avoid high blood sugar or diabetes.   
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

 

1.1  Introduction  

High blood sugar interrupt the human body's ability to convert glucose into glycolysis. Human 

bodies use glucose to make glycolysis [8]. Human body releases an insulin (hormone) when 

glucose is in the blood. Insulin takes glucose into cells for used as glycolysis. Diabetes affect 

people’s body can’t produce enough insulin and huge glucose remains in the blood. Kinds of 

diabetes are – type 1, type 2 and gestational [6]. Among these three diabetes variant type 2 

diabetes is more dangerous. Type 2 diabetes causes fatal diseases like Heart disease, Stroke 

and so on [7]. There are different kinds of applications are available in the market place for 

manage high blood sugar and help patient to maintain it. But, this application which is named 

as “Diabetes Fit” is not similar to other applications.  It has some extra features from   other 

ordinary diabetes    management application which are available in the market. Like it has a 

standard diet chat features, health blog features, exercise features and so one. The prime 

motive to build this app is to help the diabetes patient to maintain their blood sugar and life-

style in a dynamic way. No diabetes people can also use this application to keep fit and 

maintain their regular blood sugar. 

 

1.2 Motivation   

Diseases are now is a very common things in human’s day to day life. Diabetes is one of them. 

Today’s era is based on technologies. Developers are building self-caring android applications 

to help people maintain a healthy life style. “Diabetes Fit” is also a self-caring android 

application, which has some efficient features to help both diabetes and non-diabetes people 

to keep track of their blood sugar. Moreover, to build this application has also some reasons. 

There are numerous diabetes applications are available in play store. But, after a research as a 

result some drawbacks came out. Most of the application doesn’t contain some necessary  

Features like food suggestion, standard diet chat, exercise suggestions and so on. After finding 

out those limitations, we took a decision to build this application with those necessary features.  
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1.3 Objectives  

Self-care is a factor of knowledge, individual and community motivation as a motivator. 

Diabetes self-care skills such as behavioral skills and blood sugar levels as a result. 

 

 Self-tracking 

 Self-conciseness 

 Food habit 

 Workout habit 

 A good life 

 

1.4 Expected Outcomes 

Our awaited outcome from this application is to help people maintain their life with a routine 

bound way and a digital record of blood sugar in hand. From the health blog patient will be 

conscious about what to do and what not to do. Moreover, our plan is to change people’s life 

with this small idea in a vast way. 

 

 

1.5 Report Layout 

 

 Background 

 Requirement Specification 

 Design Specification 

 Implementation and Testing 

 Impact on Society, Environment and Sustainability 

 Conclusion and Future Scope 
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CHAPTER 2 

Background 

 

2.1 Preliminaries/Terminologies 

Application elements are the most important building material of an Android application. Every 

section is an entry path from where the in-fracture or user can install application. Different chunk 

hang on others chunk. Application elements are four types [9]: 

 Activities 

 Services 

 Broadcast receivers 

 Content providers 

Every chunk performs for a different reason and has a different life cycle which explains the 

process of creation and destroy of a part. Four types of application elements are describe below- 

Activities: 

Activity is known as user interface. Activity shows a single screen with a UI. As a demonstration, 

a music application may have one function that displays a list of new music, another function for 

searching songs and another function for showing genera. Moreover, those functions can work 

along to create a promising user experience in the music application. Every function is independent 

for other. Although, an independent task can perform if another task permit other task to perform.  

As demonstration, the camera application can perform work on a music application that includes 

new images and permit the user to share an image. Specific function can provides critical 

communications between the system and the application: 

 Record user’s present concertation about to allow the system is always using a process that 

handles the task. 

 Tracking the emendate task items that the actor may fall back (default functions), and keep 

attention those processes. 

 Help the application to retrieve its execution work flow so that the user can return back to 

the functions when his or her previous state has been restored. 
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 Provides a path for applications to use actors flow among different things and for the in-

fracture to integrate this flow. 

Services: 

The service is a general purpose login to keep the app running for all sorts of causes. It’s the part 

which works in the back-end to achieve term tasks or to achieve remote task flows. The service 

doesn’t provide a UI. For demonstration, a service may perform tasks in the background when the 

user is in a different application, or it could download material over the network without interfering 

with user screen with the function. The other party, such as an employee, may start a service and 

allow it to operate or be bound to communicate with it. There are types of providers, which instruct 

the hardware how to run an application [10]. Those are started assistance and bound assistance. 

Started assistance instruct the infrastructures hold them performing until the task is finished. This 

can be concur certain material in the back end task or to play task even after the user has left the 

application backing up material or playing task also represents different types of activated utility 

that change the way the infrastructures behaves: 

 Music player is something the actor knows directly, so the application order the 

infrastructures that it needs to be ahead with the notification to aware the actor about it; in 

this situation the infrastructures knows that it has to keep the process of that utility running, 

because the actors will not be happy when it crashed.  

 Normal background assistance is not something the actor knows exactly as active, so the 

infrastructure has more access to manage its own work flow. It may permit it to be executed 

if it needs the random access memory of the user's immediate concern. 

Bound assistance use it because another application (or application) said it wanted to use the app. 

This is a service that provides an application programming interface to another work flow. The 

infrastructure therefore recognizes that there is a dependence between these work flows, so if 

process X is tied to system Y utility, it sense that it needs to keep perform Y running on X. In 

addition, if permit X is specific. The actor cares about it, and knows how to treat permit Y as fact 

he also cares about. Due to their adjustability, utility have become a very essential building 

elements for all kinds of high-level infrastructure ideas. Always on display, android listeners, 

usability resources, and many other key options of the system are all built into the applications 

That the applications use and the infrastructure that binds them where they need to work. 
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Broadcast receivers: 

The streaming catch is the elements that permit the infrastructure to deliver events to the 

application without the natural actor flow, permitting the application to give feedback to broadcast 

message across the system. Because broadcast catchers are one of the well-defined inputs to the 

application, the structure can bring transmit even to applications that are not presently in use. So, 

for demonstration, an application can sets an alarm to send a message to the actor about an 

upcoming event and by bringing that alarm to the application’s streaming receiver, there is no 

necessity for the application to continue performing until the alarm goes off turned off. Most 

streaming comes from a program for demonstration, a transmit announcing that the screen has 

been turned off, the charge is down, or a photo has been taken. Apps may re-start the broadcast for 

example, notifying other applications that certain material has been downloaded to the device and 

available for use. Although transmit receivers do not display the actor interface, they can create a 

status bar notification to notify the actor in the operation of a broadcast event. Most commonly, 

however, the streaming catcher is simply a path to other elements and is consider to perform a very 

small scale of task. 

Content supplier: 

The content supplier has a split app set of material that can stock on a document structure, on a 

website, on the web, or on any other storage path that application have entry permission. With the 

content supplier, some applications may query or make change the data if the content supplier 

approves it. For example, the Android structure provides a content supplier that manages actor 

contact info. Any application with the appropriate permissions can ask a content supplier to read 

and write information about a particular actor. It is attractive think of a content supplier as saying 

something on a website, cause there are too many APIs and support built into them in that usual 

case. They have a different primary motive in the design of the structure. In the system, the content 

supplier is the access point for the application to publish named data objects, identified by the URI 

system. That way the application can determine how it need to plot the material it contains in the 

material space, giving those materials to other organizations that they can use to permit the entry 

to get data. Some facts permits the infrastructure to do in operating the application: 

 Giving the material does not need the application to stay active, so the material can continue 

after their applications are out. The structure’s only necessity is to verify that the host 
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application is still active when it has to restore application data to the corresponding 

information identifier. 

 Information material are also serves an important fine-grained security model. For 

demonstration, an application may set the image identifier, but leave its content supplier 

closed so other applications can access it freely. If a second application attempts to access 

that information identifier on the browser, the application may permit that application to 

access the data with a temporary identifier to allow access to that data only after that 

identifier, but no access in the second application. 

Content supplier are also helpful in reading and writing private information in app and shared. An 

isolated feature structure design so that any application can start as part of alternative application. 

For demonstration, if I want the actor to take a picture with the mobile's camera, it is possible that 

there is another app that does that and my application can use it instead of doing the photography 

task myself. We do not need to enter or connect a link from the application. Rather, I can start 

work on the application that takes pictures. After finishing, the image is restored to my application 

for use. To the actor, it looks like that is actually part of application. When the hardware starts a 

part, it begins the operation of that application if it is not earlier in use and specifies the required 

classes in part. For better understanding, when actor’s application begins work on a camera app 

that takes a picture that function continues through the process that is part of the camera 

application, not the process of your app. Moreover, not similar applications from many other 

infrastructure, apps do not have an individual login. Because the structure uses every single 

application with a discrete process that has file access that limit access to any other applications, 

one application is unable to use the component directly from other application. However, the 

Android operating system can. To unlock an element in other application, bring an info to the 

infrastructure that specifies actor’s intention to begin a segment. 
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2.2 Related Works 

There are different kinds of diabetes management application are available in the google play 

store. Which do also most the similar work, like record blood sugar, statistics, and medicine 

record and so on. Some application’s interface are shown below- 

Diabetes Tracker:   

                               

Figure 1: Diabetes Tracker application’s interface no. 1 [1] 
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Figure 2: Diabetes Tracker application’s interface no. 2 [1] 
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Diabetes: Manager- 

                              

Figure 3: Diabetes Manager application’s interface no. 1 [2] 
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Figure 4: Diabetes Manager application’s interface no. 2 [2] 
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Diabetes Diary: 

                              

Figure 5: Diabetes Diary application’s interface no. 1 [3] 
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Figure 6: Diabetes Diary application’s interface no. 2 [3] 
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2.3 Comparative Analysis 

Firstly, we have to know about the difference between mobile application and websites. Then we 

will discuss about difference between types of mobile applications. So, now let’s talk about mobile 

apps and websites. There has been a long debate about what mobile applications are. Whether 

software or something else. However, a mobile application is a computer software or computer 

program used for a specific purpose and works on a variety of mobile devices such as a 

smartphone, tablet, or smart watch, which ends up running on the Operating Platform for Android, 

iOS or windows. On the other hand, a business website is a digital address database that provides 

complete information about what the business is about, the products and services they have been 

offering, and the business performance. It also proves to be an excellent platform for showcasing 

all business offers and allowing them to present the business product and services they have been 

providing in a better way. In addition to this, the business website serves as a platform between 

business and customers and that is why there is always a need for web development services. Now, 

talk about application variant [11]: 

 Native Applications 

 Web Applications 

 Hybrid Applications 

 Interpreted Applications 

 Cross-platform Applications 

Native applications: 

Indigenous applications were made to be processed locally, presumably device type and OS and 

its narration. Code included to get usable, likely to the operation used for a normal computer 

applications. When the application is appropriate for diffusion, it is released to the application keep 

track of every platform. Then comes the process to check the specifications whether it meets or 

not with the phase in which we will operate. After that, the application is ready for download. One 

of the key features of the traditional app is, it permits limitless interact with all options provided 

by the machine. Also, Internet access is not necessary to use this kinds of application. This kinds 

of app are fast to response and can be driven in the background operation, too they shows a warning 

if there is an operation that requires actor permission. Native method is costly to develop.  
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Web applications: 

These applications are developed for using in browser. Web applications are developed using 

standard technologies. No platform need to install to use it and no interrupted permission is needed. 

Just need to access to the Internet. In short, fast and user friendly to use. Web applications are fully 

independent of the website. Web browser is need to run web applications. There is no requirements 

for operation system weather it is mac or windows. 

Hybrid Applications: 

Integrated applications use web strategies, but are not operated by a browser. Instead, they are used 

for the device's web browser which provides permission to device-specific features via the 

application programming interface. Integrated apps offer great benefits, as example re-use of code 

for multiple environment and have permission on hardware. Mixed programs have disadvantages 

collate to native applications. Actor’s information has a problem with not using native components 

on social media. The second one is applications could be slow due to the additional traffic 

associated with the web handler. 

Interpreted Applications: 

Translated apps are made from a one project that is widely changed as specific code, and another 

is interpreted during operation. Their implementation is not based on the environment and uses 

technology and a few languages. Unlike web development and hybrid multi-platform solutions, 

and Translated applications closer to specific interfaces are available. We can define it as a 

disadvantage. 

Cross-platform Applications:  

This types of applications are made for both iOS and android. That means one codebase is used 

for both platform to develop applications. Flutter is the platform to make those kind of applications. 

Flutter is based on dart language. It’s a platform where applications are built in one codebase for 

two different kinds of operating system. Among those types of mobile applications cross-platform  

Applications are more convenient to build. Because, it gives us the privilege to write code one 

time and use it in both iOS and android operating system. 
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2.4 Challenges 

To achieve something innovative challenges must have to accept. Challenges are like benchmark 

to make something more appropriate. In most cases, five challenges arrives to build a mobile 

application [12]. Those are- 

 Development Approach 

 Attention 

 Device Screen Size and Compatibility 

 Performance 

 Customer Reviews and experience 

So, in time of build a mobile application these points have to keep in mind for better outcome. 

These are the key note challenges behind building a mobile application. 
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CHAPTER 3 

Requirement Specification 

 

3.1 Business Process Modeling 

BPM is known as graphic visual of a business process and sub related processes [13]. Process 

modeling produces broad, multidisciplinary diagrams and flow charts that contain important 

details in the performance of a given work flow along with the following: 

 Events and activities take place within the course of the work 

 Events and activities owner 

 Decision and action can be taken based on results 

 Total process times and each step in the work flow 

 Success and failure levels of the work flow 

Key notes of BPM: 

 Process models are not designed in person. Instead, it generated by mining algorithms with 

event record to build workflow. 

 Process models are based on quantitative information material. By creating a model for its 

process of creating a new account, a software company may find that a large number of 

customers leave the registration process because it’s time consuming.  

 Process models are usually provided using two standard business process notification 

styles: Business Process Modeling and Notation or Integrated Modeling Language. Within 

these commentary systems, certain visual elements have meanings that are universally 

recognized when applied to a process model. UML or BPMN are standard writing methods 

permits operational models to be easily shared: 

1. The bolt represent the successive flow 

2. The obovate represent the starlings and endings of work processes 

3. Rectangles represent certain functions within the process 

4. Swimming methods are used to find which parts of the procedure 

 BPM should not be puzzled with process maps or diagram. Process maps are based on staff 

records are created in person and gives a high-level view of workflow. Process models are 

deep material driven that generate more accurate ideas for workflow. 
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How BPM are made: 

One must first understand the business process modeling tools, tricks and requirements which is 

suitable for event logs and mining. Most IT systems maintain logs. These digital logs automatically 

and track status to changes in the infrastructure. Error that occurs with the infrastructure can be an 

operation changing. General occurrences are: 

 Actor logged in 

 Updates the record 

 Actor submits form 

 Information shifting between system structure 

Event logs track both event events and the information surrounding these events, such as the device 

performing the task and time to perform tasks. Event records used as inputs during the production 

of process models. Mining is the use across all event log data. The algorithm recognize trends in 

material and use resultative reports for analysis to produce a clear visual of the process work flow 

within the infrastructure. This visual presentation is a working model of process. Depending on 

the working process model, mining algorithms can be used to an isolated infrastructure structure, 

multiple infrastructure structure or the whole technology, ecosystem and sections. 

 

3.2 Requirement Collection and Analysis 

Analysis and data collection are main challenges behind building an application. There are many 

ways to find needs for users, customers, sponsors and other people who are interested in 

development. One of the following methods or usually a combination, is used: 

 Mocking 

 Literature Review 

 Interface Analysis 

 User monitoring 

 Prototyping 

 Needs workshop 

 Reverse Engineering 

 Research 
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                                      Figure 7: The Requirements Analysis Approach [5] 

 

3.3 Use Case Modeling and Description  

The usage working model shows interaction between actor and infrastructure. Thus, it defines user 

objectives, interaction between users and the infrastructure, and the infrastructure's necessary 

conduct in fulfilling principles. This model contains a number of items. Must needed elements are: 

usage case, players and linkage between them. The diagram of the case used is used to clearly 

show the bottom set of the model to make communication easier. There will usually be drawings 

of a few characters used in a particular model, subset of model elements suitable for a specific 

reason. Part of the identical model may be shown in most usage diagrams, but each model should 

fit. When the contraption are being used to store the model, this sync principle is automatic so that 

any twist in the demo element will automatically appear in every used case diagram showing that 

element [14]. The application case demo could hold packages used for model editing to facilitate 

analysis, communication, navigation, development, editing and editing. Most of the case models 

used are actually text, with the text noted in the Application Case Specification affiliated with 

every single aspect of the usage model. These factors explain the flow of cases of use case. The 

utility case model serves as an integral thread throughout the system development. It is used as a 

key determinant of system performance requirements, as a basis for analysis and design, inputs to 

duplicate planning, as a basis for defining test cases and as a basis for user notation.  

Basic model elements: 

Actor: Part of the model presenting every single character. Characteristics include player name 

and brief description. 
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Use the Case: Part of the model that represents each use. Characteristics include the use case 

identity and the requirements of the use case. 

Associations: Associations build linkage between actors and the use cases in case they take part 

in. 

 

 

 

Figure 8: Use case model for Diabetes Fit 

This use case model express here the working process of the application. The login and registration 

authentication will be checked by the admin. User can easily view the others features and record 

blood sugar and medicine. 
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CHAPTER 4 

Design Specification 

 

4.1 Front-end Design 

Front End is everything a user sees in a mobile app including app design. Simply put, the front end 

of the mobile app is what the user experiences. You may be familiar with the term “User 

Experience” or “UX”; the conclusion is where the user encounters and shares these things. The 

advanced engineer will focus on what is happening with the app, rather than on the background, 

which is often described as the background [15]. The process of developing a mobile application 

involves a collaboration between front and back developers to complete as a complete mobile 

application. There are usually two types of pre-development: Indigenous and hybrid. The original 

native development is usually designed for iOS or Android platforms, while hybrids use both and 

can be compatible with all types of applications. 

 

4.2 Back-end Design 

Background Upgrade to Mobile Application means upgrades that occur on the server side. 

Backend is an essential part of a mobile app that stores, protects, and processes data. The 

background app is like a server for users to organize the required information. Precisely, 

background apps are used by previous applications to send a piece of information [16]. An 

advanced application sends information to the backend online using protocols. These protocols are 

designed specifically for applications only. Codes written by backend developers help generate 

website Information in a previous application. So, all the required output that we need is generated 

by the background app. The backend developer focuses on the following features of the 

application: 

 Database 

 Scripting 

 The architecture 
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Figure 9: Back-end work process [4]  

    

4.3 Interaction Design and User Experience (UX) 

User interface (UI) is a process that designers use to create links to software or using devices, 

focusing on aesthetic or style. The developer’s aim is to create links that user’s find easy to use 

and enjoy [17]. UI design refers to the visual interface of the user and other forms such as voice-

controlled areas. The user interface is the connecting place where users interact with the projects. 

UI formats are [18]: 

Graphical user interfaces (GUI): Users link with visual presentations on digital control panels. 

Desktop’s visual is GUI. 

Voice-controlled interfaces (VUI): Users deal with this in their own words. Many assistants like 

Siri, Alexa and android assistant are good example of VUI. 
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Gesture-based interfaces: Users here occupy with 3D design spaces through physical activity in 

virtual reality (VR).  

In time of making user interface (UI), we have to keep some key notes on our mind. Those are: 

 Usability and likeability 

 Enjoyable UI 

 UI should communicate brand values. 

These key points are very important in perspective of user experience in using applications. Easy 

and interactive UIs attracts the user most. 
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CHAPTER 5 

Implementation 

5.1 Implementation of User interface 

The first impression of an application is user interface. Easy and more user friendly user interfaces 

attracts the user most. So, we tried to build a clean UI with modern design and material design 

pattern with fire base authentication. Our prime goal is to satisfy the user with a simple and 

minimalistic design pattern. So, as per our plan we implemented the user interfaces. We use 

abstract model to implement the application. Now we will see some preview of the user interface: 

 

                       

Figure 10: Sign in page of Diabetes Fit  Figure 11: Sign up page of Diabetes Fit 
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So, here in the preview we can see the interface of sign in and sign up or registration view. Now 

we will see the preview of inner interface and some preview of user features- 

  

                                          

Figure 12: Inner interface of Diabetes Fit 
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Figure 13: Interface of blood sugar record 
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            Figure 14: Interface of food suggestion    
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5.2 Implementation of JSON list 

JSON is stands for java script object notation. Here, in to key features we use JSON list for 

inputting the value of the field food suggestion and exercise suggestion. For a clear vison we are 

adding the previews of JSON list here- 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 15: Food suggestion JSON list 
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Figure 16: Exercise suggestion JSON list 

 

5.3 Implementation of Database 

We use Firebase for data record and authentication. Firebase is a Service, which works in the 

backend. Give privilege to the developer’s huge tools and services to help them in developing 

better applications, increase their user base. Firebase is classified database system, which stores 

data in notation such as JavaScript object notation. Key features are: 

Authentication: This database Supports authentication in various way. Like using passwords, 

phone numbers, Google, Facebook, Twitter, and more.  

Real time database: Data is concurred to all clients in real time stamp and is always available 

even when the app is offline. 

Hosting: It provides faster web application hosting; Content is stored in cached memory and 

delivery by networks around the world. 

Test lab: Applications could be test virtually and virtual devices can found in data centers. 

Notifications: Without coding notification can be send. 

This database system gives us the privilege to both record data and data authentication on a single 

platform.  
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Now, we will show some preview of sign up and sign in page, where it will check valid 

information’s like email, password and so on. Because, in the back end fire base is used for 

authentication. If we input invalid email or password it will return a warring in red line. So, here 

is the preview- 

                                      

Figure 17: Check validation 
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CHAPTER 6 

Impact on Society & Sustainability 

 

6.1 Impact on Society  

In this technological era, people are more likely to use computer programs. But now the rage is 

changing as mobile users become more numerous compared to computer users. With the number 

of mobile users increasing in number, the market came up with a mobile application for mobile 

users. It is reported that the use of mobile applications and upgrades is growing rapidly. So there 

is a positive consequences of mobile apps around the world on users. The use of mobile 

applications in the developed world has become a high priority for the people, thus the community 

of developing countries is updating and using a new type of technological infrastructure, to access 

mobile application services. These mobile apps work on a hand-held mobile phone, which is easy 

to use and can be found everywhere. Nowadays, many people use mobile apps to communicate 

with their friends, browse the internet, file content management, create and manage documents, 

entertainment etc. This application is like those other mobile applications. It will help people to 

keep track of their blood sugar. It also have some extra features which will help people to keep 

aware about food habit and exercise. 

 

6.2 Ethical Aspects 

Like all other mobile applications this application also have some ethical aspects. Those are: 

 No dark patterns  

 Only needed permission request 

 Empower users to protect themselves 

 No promoting of quantity of engagement 
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6.3 Sustainability Plan 

There are some key note which can be follow for sustainability plan. Those are: 

 Main Emphasis Should Be On Solving Genuine Problems 

 Establish Point of Difference 

 Focus On Design Scalability 

 Rapid Updates and Releases 

 Focus on Users Feedback 

 Work on App Efficiency 

 Provide App Description 
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CHAPTER 7 

Conclusion & Future Scope 

 

7.1 Discussion and Conclusion 

After analysis all other existing applications in the market we can say that, this Diabetes Fit 

application will be a suitable option for all types of user. This is not just an ordinary tracking 

application. It will gives the user more privilege to use. This application will perform like a 

personal assistant, which will remind about medicine, diet chart, food suggestion, and excises 

suggestion. At the end we just want to say that, In the long run it will be the next application of 

every blood sugar conscious user. 

 

7.2 Scope for Further Developments 

Our future agenda is to develop the application as per the user requirement and as per the 

perspective of other competitive applications. Moreover, we have a plan to use the user basic 

informatics and use those data for machine learning (ML). To find about that, which age people 

affects most in diabetes, which gender people affects most and about their blood sugar level 

statistics. 
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